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WHY STUDY
MARKETING?
Everything is marketing

"Marketing is the activity,
set of institutions, and
processes for creating,
communicating, delivering,
and exchanging offerings
that have value for
customers, clients, partners,
and society at large.”

- American Marketing Association

MARKETING IS AN EXCITING
MULTI-DISCIPLINARY FIELD!

Uses multiple research methods (experimental,

econometric, statistical, Machine Learning/AI,

ethnographic, sociometric, psychometric,

bibliometric, modeling, analytical, etc.)

Builds on basic science knowledge from 

psychology, sociology, anthropology,

economics, and statistics, and applied

knowledge from finance,  management,

strategy, operations reserach, computer

science and more...

Marketing is a powerful
engine of society.

Almost any problem can
be studied from a

marketing perspective



MARKETING VS.
MANAGEMENT

TWO SIDES OF THE SAME COIN

Organizational behavior 

Management strategy

Customer behavior 

Marketing strategy

The fields can study similar phenomenon. What's the major difference? In
management you are studying how phenomena impact the firm. Marketing is the other
side of the coin: how firms and customers interact - that is - how firm actions impact
customers and how customer impact firms

Employee-leader relationships 

Teams and team dynamics

Firm partnerships to other firms

Employee-consumer interactions 

The impact of teams and team dynamics

on customers

Firm partnerships and customer

relationships

"I’m interested in both.
Which one should I pursue?"

MANAGEMENT MARKETING

EXAMPLES OF AREAS OF SYNERGY:

COMPARABLE AREAS OF FOCUS:



Three Main Areas Of Focus

THE DISCIPLINE'S

Firm Strategy 

Psychology,
Sociology, and

Anthropology of
Customer Behavior

Econometric and
Analytical Models

Quantitative
Marketing
(Modeling)

Marketing
Strategy

Consumer
Behavior

Seek to explain how
firms can configure
marketing strategies
for improved
outcomes

Managerially oriented

Seek to explain how and
why people behave in
certain ways

Psychological
approaches mainly focus
on experiments

Sociological and
Anthropological
approaches rely on
qualitative research and
some big data

Seek to apply
quantitative methods
and models to solve
marketing problems
and/or understand firm
and consumer behavior

Can be managerially or
theoretically oriented 



HOW TO
DEVELOP YOUR
RESEARCH
INTEREST?

Ask yourself what kind of problems are
you interested in thinking about? What
topics get you excited? 
Use your local library to find academic
journal articles that address topics of
interest (either directly or tangentially)
Attend an academic conference (see list
on next page)
Observe the world around you for
interesting problems that puzzle you
See additional resources at the end of this
handout for MSI research priorities

Determine if the school(s) of your choice
offer the program of your choice
Schools vary in terms of philosophy and
approach – double-check the required
courses and opportunities for electives
Search the school’s website for faculty
research and publications.

Research topic(s) of interest

Doctoral program/school of interest

Conduct a Google Scholar or ABI
search for articles the faculty member
has written

Being too narrow may limit options
Being too broad may give a perception
of indecisiveness.
Acknowledge that your research
interest will likely evolve as you
progress through the doctoral program

Faculty of interest

Be focused, yet open about your
research interests

 

Speak with a
marketing

faculty member
or doctoral

student affiliated
with The PhD

Project for ideas
and guidance

before applying
to programs

FindingFinding
your pathyour path



THE
JOURNALS
For publishing in the  marketing discipline

MOST WIDELY RESPECTED AND 
WELL-REGARDED IN THE FIELD ("A")*

*Listed in the Financial Times Top 50 Journals List

Journal of Marketing (JM) 

Journal of Consumer Research  (JCR)

Journal of Marketing Research (JMR)

Marketing Science

Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science (JAMS)

Journal of Consumer Psychology (JCP)

ADDITIONAL WELL-RESPECTED JOURNALS 
(DESIGNATION WILL VARY BY INSTITUTION) 

Listed alphabetically

Consumption Culture and Markets

European Journal of Marketing

Industrial Marketing Management

International Journal of Research in Marketing

Journal of Business Logistics  

Journal of Business Research (JBR)

Journal of International Business Studies

Journal of Macromarketing

Journal of Marketing Education (JME)

Journal of Personal Selling and Sales Management

Journal of Public Policy & Marketing (JPPM)

Journal of Retailing

Journal of Service Research (JSR)

Journal of the Association for Consumer Research

Marketing Letters

Psychology & Marketing

And many more...

There are multiple journal rankings available for journals. Two of the most widely used systems for business schools are

ABDC list: https://abdc.edu.au/research/abdc-journal-list/  

ABS list: http://charteredabs.org/academic-journal-guide-2015/

https://abdc.edu.au/research/abdc-journal-quality-list/
https://abdc.edu.au/research/abdc-journal-quality-list/
https://abdc.edu.au/research/abdc-journal-list/
http://charteredabs.org/academic-journal-guide-2015/


Faculty members are devoted to
research activities. Your

performance is evaluated as an
academic researcher based on
your quality of research, your

productivity, and the quality of
research articles you publish.
Service expectations as a new
faculty are very low. You are

likely to have doctoral students
as research assistants

You may teach one to three
courses per year, but are

expected to publish multiple
articles in "A" journals. These

schools typically recruit from top
doctoral programs only.

R E S E A R C H
I N T E N S I V E B A L A N C E D

T E A C H I N G
I N T E N S I V E

FINDING THE RIGHT PROGRAM AND
INSTITUTION...

Not all higher education institutions  are the same. It is critical to
spend some time thinking about what works best for your
particular circumstances and life goals.

Although ALL PhDs are granted at research intensive schools,
ultimately, you may prefer to work in a different type of
institution.  It is a good idea to start with your goal in mind.
Research the backgrounds of faculty at the institution you
would like to work for and see what doctoral programs they
have attended. 

Generally, institutions fall into one of three broad categories:

Faculty members balance their
time between research, teaching

and service activities. Your
performance is evaluated in all

three areas based on your
institution's focus which varies
greatly (e.g. 40% research ,40%

teaching & 20% service). Service
expectation may start low but

increase over time.  It is likely that
you will teach two to three

courses per semester and be
expected to maintain a productive

research pipeline.  However,
research may be published in a
broad selection of journals that

would be considered acceptable. 

Faculty members typically teach
four or more courses per

semester and service to the
institution may be an important
contribution to the college from

the start. Many of these institions
will have small departments.

Your performance is evaluated
as a professor based on your

teaching methods, your ability to
serve students, and how you

design courses. Expectations for
publishing is minimal and

ecompass a broad range of
scholarship (may include

business press, book chapters,
cases, etc.)

for you!

There are additional considerations such as whether the school is public or private,
size, focus on community engagement, etc..  You can look up different institutions

types in the Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher Education:
http://carnegieclassifications.iu.edu

http://carnegieclassifications.iu.edu/


Coursework
First two years are 
 structured (theory and
method courses)

Job Market
Typically the summer PRIOR
to dissertation defense
Best if proposal already
defended

PhD
Dissertation Defense

ANNUAL CONFERENCES

Share your research ideas

Network with students and faculty

Learn about new theories

Presentation opportunities for students to:

American Marketing Association (AMA) 

Association for Consumer Research (ACR)

Society for Consumer Psychology (SCP)

Society for Marketing Advances (SMA)

Academy of Marketing Science (AMS)

Academy of American Advertising (AAA)

Consumer Culture Theory (CCT)

Transformative Consumer Research (TCR)

Marketing and Public Policy Conference (MPPC)

Academy of International Business (AIB)

Marketing Management Association (MMA)

ISMS Marketing Science Confernece

Quantitative Marketing and Economics (QME)

Summer Institute in Competitive Strategy (SICS)

Conferences vary in size and focus. Here is a non-

exhaustive list of major conferences in the field:

THE PHD JOURNEY

Dissertation 
Form committee
Proposal defense
(social contract, your
research plan - usually
about 1 year post
comps)

Comprehensive Exams
Occur after coursework
Mark  ability to conduct
“independent research”
(usually after 1-3 years)

https://www.ama.org/events
https://www.ama.org/events
https://www.acrwebsite.org/web/acr-conference/welcome-new
https://www.myscp.org/conferences
https://www.societyformarketingadvances.org/
https://www.ams-web.org/
https://www.aaasite.org/annual-conference
https://www.cctweb.org/cct-conferences
https://www.acrwebsite.org/web/tcr/conferences
https://www.ama.org/2022-ama-marketing-and-public-policy-conference-call-for-papers/
https://aib.msu.edu/events/
http://www.mmaglobal.org/
https://connect.informs.org/isms/conferences
https://www.chicagobooth.edu/research/kilts/events/quantitative-marketing-and-economics-conference/qme-conference
http://sics.haas.berkeley.edu/


EARNINGS OF NEWLY MINTED PROFESSORS*

*2022 Who Went Where (WWW) Report. For the last 18 years, the AMA Doc sig surveys students who are in the job-seeking stage of their
doctoral programs, and based on their responses, provides a summary report that describes the current job market for our discipline. 

Access the complete 'Who Went Where' report at docsig.org

Another source for earnings information are the Labor Market Reports from MarketingPhDJobs.org

http://docsig.org/ama-docsig-features/who-went-where-www-results/
http://docsig.org/who-went-where-www-results/
https://marketingphdjobs.org/reports/
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GETTING
STARTED
IN YOUR
PROGRAM
"It's a marathon not a sprint"

The Sense of Structure: Writing From the Reader's
Perspective - George Gopen
Discovering Statistics Using SPSS - Andy Field
Statistics for People (Who Think They) Hate Statistics
- Neil Salkind

To understand an academic article early in your program,
you should first read the abstract, followed by the
discussion. After you have grasped the heart of the paper,
then continue reading the rest of the information in the
article for further details. 

Develop a healthy, collaborative relationship with your
cohort. You can meet with your classmates before each
class to discuss each person's summary of the assigned
articles, create writing sessions, and provide feedback to
each others work. Teamwork is essential.

Always have a sense of urgency. Impose deadlines for
writing up projects. Start getting ready the first day of your
program, which means getting engaged in research
projects that can yield publications from day one. Having a
sense of urgency might determine how long you are in a
program or what type of university you apply to. 

Think of any research project you work on (for a class or as
a RA) as a publishable paper, conference proceeding, or
poster.

Multiple people declared their love for the following
books:

Seek out advice from mentors and those who are where
you want to be. Own your life. Take risks and responsibility.   

Partner with a hungry graduate assistant to get an early
start in publishing.
   
The four keys to an academic life are: Passion, Planning,
Positioning, Persistence (no matter what, keep writing).

Finished is more important than perfect. Just get it done
and DON'T QUIT. You WILL evolve into a research scholar.

Remember someone who started his or her academic
career with your similar story (family situation, economic
situation, professional background, etc.) succeeded. 
You will succeed as well!

WORDS OF WISDOM
FOR YOUR FIRST YEAR

Notify Myrna Varner

myrnavarner@kpmg.com

as soon as you are

accepted into the program

to become part of the

Marketing Doctoral Student

Association



American Marketing Association

(AMA) Online directory of phd

programs in marketing and a really

helpful 'Transition Guide' that

explains in details how to navigate

the process from doctoral student to

marketing professor

Marketing Science Institute

publishes  research priorities that

influence the work of scholars

worldwide. It can be a great place for

inspiration for research interests!

AMA DocSIG (Doctoral Student Special

Interest Group) tracks publications in the

premier marketing journals, according to

authorship and university affiliation, and

publishes top 50 lists on an annual basis.

These lists can be helpful for identifying

programs and mentors that are the most

research productive in the field.

The UT Dallas Top 100 Business School

Rankings provides a list of universities

ranked based on journals specified by the

authors of papers. You can select the

marketing journals to identify business

schools which have the most publications

 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

PROGRAM & GENERAL
INFORMATION

RESEARCH PRODUCTIVITY

How to get into a top ranked marketing PhD Program by Broderick Turner

Marketing PhD Admissions guide by Scott Cowley

 

USEFUL BLOG POSTS BY MARKETING ACADEMICS:

https://www.ama.org/phd-programs-in-marketing/
https://www.ama.org/ama-transitions-guide-navigating-the-progression-from-doctoral-student-to-marketing-professor/
https://www.msi.org/research/
https://www.msi.org/research/
http://docsig.org/research-productivity/
https://jsom.utdallas.edu/the-utd-top-100-business-school-research-rankings/index.php
https://medium.com/@broderick.turner/how-to-get-into-a-top-ranked-marketing-phd-program-50755788fcd
http://www.scottcowley.com/marketing-phd


SESSION NOTES


